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Dear editor,
One-round key exchange (ORKE) represents a
special class of two-message key exchange. It enables two parties to establish a shared session key
within only one communication round. The first
merit of ORKE is its communication efficiency,
particularly because two parties are able to simultaneously run the protocol instance. Therefore, the messages of two session participants (in
an ORKE protocol) are completely independent.
This property of ORKE could dramatically reduce communication latency. Another advantage
of ORKE is its strong security. We stress that
the recently proposed ORKE protocols have been
shown, without exception, to provide security in
very strong security models for authenticated key
exchange (AKE). A prominent example of the
strong AKE model is the g-eCK-PFS model defined by Yang and Zhang [1], which is extended
from the two party eCK-PFS model [2]. It is, surprisingly, the g-eCK-PFS model that can be used
to provide security arguments for either two party
or multiparty one-round key exchange (MORKE).
The g-eCK-PFS model formulates almost all other
desirable security properties for AKE, such as perfect forward secrecy, resilience to key compromise
impersonation (KCI) attacks, resilience to chosen
public key attacks, and resilience to exposure at-

tacks on long-term or ephemeral secret keys.
An important factor that affects ORKE constructions is peer setting. The ORKE protocol
is normally constructed and analyzed in the socalled pre- and post-specified peer settings (we refer to them respectively as pre- and post-settings
for short). In the pre-setting, it is assumed that a
party knows all the cryptographic information of
its intended peer for key exchange when it starts
a protocol instance. In contrast, a party does
not know any cryptographic information of the receiver in the post-setting. Up to now, only few
strongly secure two party ORKE protocols and
MORKE protocols have been introduced in the
post-setting without random oracles. However,
these schemes are either based on strong security
assumptions or quite computationally inefficient.
Moreover, after decades of research, we still do not
have a concrete strongly secure ORKE solution in
the standard model that does not rely on bilinear groups. The question arises as to whether it is
possible to build two party ORKE in a post-setting
based on the traditional decisional Diffie-Hellman
(DDH) assumption (or without pairing). In addition, the first g-eCK secure MORKE protocol
without random oracles was introduced by Li and
Yang [3] (which is referred to as the LY-g scheme).
The LY-g scheme is based on multilinear groups,
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and is quite inefficient. For n group members, it
requires 4n + 1 multilinear map operations. The
question then arises as to whether we can build
a more efficient multiparty ORKE protocol whose
multilinear map operation is independent of the
number n of group members.
Our contributions. In order to answer the above
questions, we first propose a new construction for
two-party ORKE that is secure in the eCK-PFS
model without random oracles in the post-setting.
This protocol is mainly motivated by the need to
overcome the DDH reduction problem introduced
in [4]. The security of our scheme is reduced
to the DDH problem, digital signature scheme,
double pseudo-random function [5], and collisionresistant hash function. Our scheme is also the
first eCK(-PFS)-like secure concrete scheme in the
post-setting without both pairing and random oracles. Although our two party ORKE protocol is
somewhat inefficient, it could also serve as a simple example to exhibit the construction principle
of our subsequent multiparty ORKE protocol.
In the second contribution, we specifically show
how to apply the construction idea of our DDHbased ORKE scheme to build MORKE under multilinear maps. Our new MORKE protocol is much
more efficient than the previous schemes, e.g., the
one by Li and Yang [3]. As we know, the cost
of a multilinear map operation is very expensive.
In particular, we reduce the number of multilinear
map operations from O(n) in [3] to O(1) in our
scheme, where n is the number of group members
in a session. We highlight that the multilinear map
operation in our scheme is independent of n. This
is the first MORKE scheme that achieves this level
of performance in the standard model. This result
significantly shows the practicability our MORKE
protocol in real-world applications such as secure
asynchronous message software.
Preliminaries. We let λ ∈ N be the security parameter and 1λ be a string that consists of λ ones.
$
The notation a ← S denotes the operation which
samples a uniformly random element from a set S.
We denote the binary representation of a value h
with size µ as h = (h(1), h(2), . . . , h(µ)) = {0, 1}µ.
In our proposed schemes, we mainly makes use
of the building blocks including a digital signature scheme SIG, (double) pseudo-random functions, and a collision resistant hash function CRHF.
We consider a digital signature scheme SIG that
consists of tree probabilistic polynomial time algorithms: a key generation algorithm SIG.Gen (which
on input 1λ outputs a verification key vk and
a signing key sk), a signing algorithm SIG.Sign
(which generates a signature σ for message m
with signing key sk), and a verification algorithm
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SIG.Vfy (which on input vk, m and σ outputs 1 if
σ is valid, and 0 otherwise). We need SIG to be
secure against strong existential forgeries F under
weak chosen-message attacks (SEUF-WCMA), as
defined in [6].
Double pseudo-random functions [5] is a family
of deterministic functions, which is defined with
two keys from distinct key spaces KDPRF1 and
KDPRF2 . We here let DPRF : KDPRF1 × KDPRF2 ×
MDPRF → RDPRF , where MDPRF is the domain
and RDPRF is the range of DPRF. Let CRHF :
KCRHF × MCRHF → YCRHF be a family of keyedhash functions, where KCRHF is the key space,
MCRHF is the message space and YCRHF is the
hash value space. We usually write CRHF(m) for
CRHF(hkCRHF , m) when hash key hkCRHF is obvious from the context.
Moreover, the session key security of our first
and second proposals mainly relies on DDH and
multilinear decisional Diffie-Hellman (MDDH) assumptions, respectively. Let G be a group of
prime order p. Let g be a random generator
of G. DDH problem is stated as follows: given
$
tuple (g, g a , g b , g c ) for a, b, c ← Z∗p as input, it
is hard to distinguish whether c = ab. Let
MGen be a symmetric multilinear groups generator, which, on input security parameter λ and
positive integer 2 6 n ∈ N outputs two multiplicative cyclic groups G and GT of the same
prime order p, generator g for G, and multilinear map me : Gn → GT . We review a generalization of DDH assumption in multilinear groups
MLG = (G, GT , g, p, me), i.e., MDDH assumption. Roughly speaking, MDDH problem is stated
as follows. Given (g, g a1 , . . . , g an+1 , me(g, . . . , g)γ )
for (a1 , . . . , an+1 , γ) ∈ (Z∗p )n+1 as input, output 1
Q
if γ = n+1
i=1 ai and 0 otherwise.
DDH-based ORKE protocol. We here introduce
a new two party ORKE (2ORKE) protocol as a
warm up (for our upcoming MORKE scheme).
2ORKE is proposed to achieve the eCK-PFS security [6] in the standard model from the DDH assumption. Let KLL be a long-term key space and
KEPH be an ephemeral key space for AKE.
Protocol description. The protocol consists
of the following parts.
Setup: Generate a DDH group (G with a prime
order p and a group generator g. Choose a random
$
hash key hkCRHF ← KCRHF .
Long-term key generation: The long-term
secret/public key pair (skid , pkid ) of a party id is
$
$
sig
generated as follows: ssid ← KLL , (sksig
id , vkid ) ←
sig
SIG.Gen(1λ ) skid = (ssid , sksig
id1 ), and pkid = vkid .
Protocol execution: We consider the proto-
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col execution between two parties (id1 , id2 ), where
party idi (1 6 i 6 2) has long-term key pkidi . In
the key exchange phase, idi performs the following
steps:
(1) First choose ephemeral secret keys (esidi ,
$
midi ) ← KEPH , and then generate the intermediate secrets for ephemeral key generation as:
(xidi ,η,ι )(η,ι)∈[µ]×{0,1} ← DPRF(ssidi , esidi , midi ).
(2) Generate the ephemeral public key as epkidi
= (Xidi ,η,ι )(η,ι)∈[µ]×{0,1} := (g xidi ,η,ι )(η,ι)∈[µ]×{0,1} ,
choose a randomness rsidi ∈ RS SIG , and compute
a signature σidi ← SIG.Sign(sksig
idi , Tidi ; rsidi ), where
Tidi = idi ||epkidi .
(3) Send (σidi , Tidi ) to its intended communication partner idj (1 6 j 6 2, i 6= j).
(4) Upon receiving a message tuple (σidj ,
Tidj )16j62,j6=i from its partner, reject the session if the corresponding signatures is invalid, i.e.,
SIG.Vfy(vksig
idj , σidj , Tidj ) 6= 1.
(5) Set sid := Tid1 ||σid1 ||Tid2 ||σid2 and computes
h = (h(1), h(2), . . . , h(µ)) := CRHF(sid).
Finally, the session key is generated as follows:
!Pµι=1 xid1 ,ι,h(ι)
µ
Y
k :=
Xid2 ,η,h(η)
η=1

=

µ
Y

η=1

Xid1 ,η,h(η)

!Pµι=1 xid2 ,ι,h(ι)

.
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choose a randomness rsidi ∈ RS SIG , and compute
a signature σidi ← SIG.Sign(sksig
idi , Tidi ; rsidi ), where
Tidi = idi ||epkidi .
(3) Broadcast (σidi , Tidi ) to its intended communication partners.
(4) Upon receiving {(σidj , Tidj )}16j6n+1,j6=i
from each session participant, reject the session if one of the signatures is invalid, i.e.,
SIG.Vfy(vksig
idj , σidj , Tidj ) 6= 1.
(5) Set sid := Tid1 ||σid1 || . . . ||Tidn ||σidn+1 and
compute h = (h(1), h(2), . . . , h(µ)) := CRHF(sid).
Finally, the session key is generated as follows:
k := me

µ
Y

Xid1 ,ι,h(ι), . . . ,

ι=1
µ
Y

Xidi+1 ,ι,h(ι) , . . . ,

ι=1

µ
Y

Xidi−1 ,ι,h(ι) ,

ι=1
µ
Y

ι=1

Xidn+1 ,ι,h(ι)

!Pµη=1 xid

i ,η,h(η)

.
(2)
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(1)

Efficient multiparty ORKE protocol. We now
extend 2ORKE to the group case that yields an
efficient g-eCK-PFS secure [1] MORKE protocol
without random oracles. MORKE utilizes similar
building blocks to those of 2ORKE, but the multilinear groups are used instead.
Protocol description. The protocol is described below in a general way.
Setup: Generate multilinear groups MG =
$
(G, g, GT , p, e) ← MGen(1λ , n). Choose a random
$
hash key hkCRHF ← KCRHF .
Long-term Key Generation: This part is similar to that of 2ORKE.
Protocol Execution: We consider the protocol execution with n + 1 group members
(id1 , . . . , idn+1 ), where each party idi (1 6 i 6
n+1) has long-term key pkidi . In the key exchange
phase, each party idi performs the following steps:
(1) First choose ephemeral secret keys (esidi ,
$
midi ) ← KEPH and then generate the intermediate secrets for ephemeral key generation as
(xidi ,η,ι )(η,ι)∈[µ]×{0,1} ← DPRF(ssidi , esidi , midi ).
(2) Generate the ephemeral public key as epkidi
= (Xidi ,η,ι )(η,ι)∈[µ]×{0,1} := (g xidi ,η,ι )(η,ι)∈[µ]×{0,1} ,
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